
  
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NO MORE NOTES ON NAPKINS 

Eagle Cap Software announces The Squawk App 
to report aircraft hours and maintenance issues from any iOS or Android device 

Sherwood, OR—November 17, 2015—In order to maintain safe aircraft operations maintenance depends 
on good data from pilots about the current aircraft time and what’s broken. Pilots are getting rid of paper 
and are now carrying multiple mobile devices with them into the cockpit. Isn’t there a better way to keep 
track of this important data other than notes on napkins and then needing to remember to email or call it 
in at the end of a long flying day? 

The Squawk App is designed for pilots, who are dissatisfied with writing down hours and squawks. It 
works across mobile devices and provides an easy to use structured data entry form. Unlike existing 
systems, The Squawk App is convenient—it works on the mobile devices pilots already carry and is 
available off line.  

For aircraft operators The Squawk App increases operational efficiency with an electronic record 
delivered by e-mail. It allows issues to be to be written up as they happen resulting in the maintenance 
team getting Timely, Accurate & Relevant (TAR) data to facilitate operations and repair. TAR data can 
also be an input into an organizations safety management system (SMS). 

According to Tom Perkowski, Co-Founder of Eagle Cap Software, “I’m a pilot and have written up many 
squawks and recorded my aircraft time on slips of paper which is what prompted the idea for The Squawk 
App.” 

How it works: The pilot chooses the aircraft they are flying then answers three standard questions 
associated with a squawk: Where/When did it happen, What happened and Troubleshooting steps taken. 
Hit Submit. After the squawk is submitted the pilot can check the status on the Home screen and confirm 
the squawk was sent to the server and if not, resubmit.  

It is also easy to enter flight time. The pilot chooses their aircraft, enters the hours, number of landings 
and hits submit. The Squawk App supports Hobbs, Tach and OOOI (Out, Off, On, In) Time reporting. 

In both instances the pilot receives an email as an additional confirmation the data went to the server. 
The email also goes to the recipient list assigned during setup—typically the maintenance and operations 
team. 

Availability: The Squawk App will be available as a free download on iOS devices in early December. An 
Android version is planned for release in February 2016. To sign up to receive and email when the app is 
available in the App Store go to www.thesquawkapp.com. 

About Eagle Cap Software 

Eagle Cap provides custom development and engineering services focused on mobile, web, desktop, and 
embedded software. The team consists of software engineers, technologists and domain experts in 
commercial, business, general, unmanned and military aviation with experience developing flight planning, 
charting, moving map, flight crew and aviation data delivery systems. 

# END # 

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 
Tom Perkowski, Co-Founder, Eagle Cap Software 
619-321-8550, tom@eaglecapsoftware.com 
6377 Estrella Avenue, San Diego, CA  92120-3641 USA 
 
NOTES TO EDITOR: 
Screen shots and logos can be downloaded from www.eaglecapsoftware.com/presskit  


